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Running parallel to mainstream Key Maths, they are paced to support a broad
range of lower-ability and ESL pupils. Special Resource 9 includes a new certificate
'Roadway' to motivate pupils; an SATs Navigation to provide additional support for
the teacher in preparations and lesson openers and enders to further develop
areas of numeracy.

Python Crash Course
Python Crash Course is a fast-paced, thorough introduction to Python that will have
you writing programs, solving problems, and making things that work in no time. In
the first half of the book, you’ll learn about basic programming concepts, such as
lists, dictionaries, classes, and loops, and practice writing clean and readable code
with exercises for each topic. You’ll also learn how to make your programs
interactive and how to test your code safely before adding it to a project. In the
second half of the book, you’ll put your new knowledge into practice with three
substantial projects: a Space Invaders–inspired arcade game, data visualizations
with Python’s super-handy libraries, and a simple web app you can deploy online.
As you work through Python Crash Course you’ll learn how to: –Use powerful
Python libraries and tools, including matplotlib, NumPy, and Pygal –Make 2D games
that respond to keypresses and mouse clicks, and that grow more difficult as the
game progresses –Work with data to generate interactive visualizations –Create
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and customize Web apps and deploy them safely online –Deal with mistakes and
errors so you can solve your own programming problems If you’ve been thinking
seriously about digging into programming, Python Crash Course will get you up to
speed and have you writing real programs fast. Why wait any longer? Start your
engines and code! Uses Python 2 and 3

Looseleaf for Microsoft Excel 365 Complete: In Practice, 2019
Edition
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and
stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had
come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the
arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly
stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off course. Let me
sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way,
there is such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know)
is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of Miss
L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is
the story of the adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin
O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school). They
are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret
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work for the government on the tesseract problem.

Ctrl+Shift+Enter
Aswath Damodaran, distinguished author, Professor of Finance, and David
Margolis, Teaching Fellow at the NYU Stern School of Business, have delivered the
newest edition of Applied Corporate Finance. This readable text provides the
practical advice students and practitioners need rather than a sole concentration
on debate theory, assumptions, or models. Like no other text of its kind, Applied
Corporate Finance, 4th Edition applies corporate finance to real companies. It now
contains six real-world core companies to study and follow. Business decisions are
classified for students into three groups: investment, financing, and dividend
decisions.

Test Scoring and Analysis Using SAS
Uncover hidden patterns of data and respond with countermeasures Security
professionals need all the tools at their disposal to increase their visibility in order
to prevent security breaches and attacks. This careful guide explores two of the
most powerful ? data analysis and visualization. You'll soon understand how to
harness and wield data, from collection and storage to management and analysis
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as well as visualization and presentation. Using a hands-on approach with realworld examples, this book shows you how to gather feedback, measure the
effectiveness of your security methods, and make better decisions. Everything in
this book will have practical application for information security professionals.
Helps IT and security professionals understand and use data, so they can thwart
attacks and understand and visualize vulnerabilities in their networks Includes
more than a dozen real-world examples and hands-on exercises that demonstrate
how to analyze security data and intelligence and translate that information into
visualizations that make plain how to prevent attacks Covers topics such as how to
acquire and prepare security data, use simple statistical methods to detect
malware, predict rogue behavior, correlate security events, and more Written by a
team of well-known experts in the field of security and data analysis Lock down
your networks, prevent hacks, and thwart malware by improving visibility into the
environment, all through the power of data and Security Using Data Analysis,
Visualization, and Dashboards.

Essentials of Modern Business Statistics with Microsoft Office
Excel (Book Only)
Offers information on the aspects, elements, and guidelines for array formulas in
Microsoft Excel.
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Excel for the Small Business Owner
If you’ve ever spent hours renaming files or updating hundreds of spreadsheet
cells, you know how tedious tasks like these can be. But what if you could have
your computer do them for you? In Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, you’ll
learn how to use Python to write programs that do in minutes what would take you
hours to do by hand—no prior programming experience required. Once you’ve
mastered the basics of programming, you’ll create Python programs that
effortlessly perform useful and impressive feats of automation to: –Search for text
in a file or across multiple files –Create, update, move, and rename files and
folders –Search the Web and download online content –Update and format data in
Excel spreadsheets of any size –Split, merge, watermark, and encrypt PDFs –Send
reminder emails and text notifications –Fill out online forms Step-by-step
instructions walk you through each program, and practice projects at the end of
each chapter challenge you to improve those programs and use your newfound
skills to automate similar tasks. Don’t spend your time doing work a well-trained
monkey could do. Even if you’ve never written a line of code, you can make your
computer do the grunt work. Learn how in Automate the Boring Stuff with Python.
Note: The programs in this book are written to run on Python 3.

Into the Wild
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Whatever your favourite tipple, when you pour yourself a drink, you have the past
in a glass. You can likely find them all in your own kitchen — beer, wine, spirits,
coffee, tea, cola. Line them up on the counter, and there you have it: thousands of
years of human history in six drinks. Tom Standage opens a window onto the past
in this tour of six beverages that remain essentials today. En route he makes
fascinating forays into the byways of western culture: Why were ancient Egyptians
buried with beer? Why was wine considered a “classier” drink than beer by the
Romans? How did rum grog help the British navy defeat Napoleon? What is the
relationship between coffee and revolution? And how did Coca-Cola become the
number one poster-product for globalization decades before the term was even
coined? From the Hardcover edition.

Healthcare Finance
All the methods and tools you need to successfully program with Excel John
Walkenbach's name is synonymous with excellence in computer books that
decipher complex technical topics. With this comprehensive guide, "Mr.
Spreadsheet" shows you how to maximize your Excel experience using
professional spreadsheet application development tips from his own personal
bookshelf. Featuring a complete introduction to Visual Basic for Applications and
fully updated for the new features of Excel 2010, this essential reference includes
an analysis of Excel application development and is packed with procedures, tips,
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and ideas for expanding Excel’s capabilities with VBA. Offers an analysis of Excel
application development and a complete introduction to Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) Features invaluable advice from "Mr. Spreadsheet" himself
(bestselling author John Walkenbach), who demonstrates all the techniques you
need to create large and small Excel applications Provides tips, tricks, and
techniques for expanding Excel's capabilities with VBA that you won’t find
anywhere else Includes a CD with templates and worksheets from the book This
power-user's guide is packed with procedures, tips, and ideas for expanding Excel's
capabilities with VBA. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are
not included as part of eBook file.

How to Survive (and Even Excel In) General Chemistry
For a one- or two-term course in Business Statistics at the undergraduate or
graduate level. This comprehensive 19-chapter business statistics text provides
sufficient breadth of coverage and an applied approach which focuses on concepts
and applications of statistics to the functional areas of business accounting,
marketing, management, and economics and finance. Thoroughly revised to shift
its emphasis more on concepts than statistical methods, it shows students how to
properly use statistics to analyze data, demonstrates how computer software is an
integral part of this analysis, and provides myriad cases and projects support the
learning process.
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Microsoft Excel 2019 Step by Step
Valuation is a topic that is extensively covered in business degree programs
throughout the country. Damodaran's revisions to "Investment Valuation" are an
addition to the needs of these programs.

A Guide to Microsoft Excel 2013 for Scientists and Engineers
An interactive book/disk teaching tool provides hands-on instruction in the features
and functions of Microsoft Excel 97 for Windows

Forthcoming Books
In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and
walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. His name was Christopher
Johnson McCandless. He had given $25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his
car and most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a
new life for himself. Four months later, his decomposed body was found by a
moose hunter. How McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of Into the
Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had roamed
through the West and Southwest on a vision quest like those made by his heroes
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Jack London and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it
of its license plates, and burned all of his cash. He would give himself a new name,
Alexander Supertramp, and , unencumbered by money and belongings, he would
be free to wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving
a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw the maps away. Leaving behind
his desperate parents and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer constructs
a clarifying prism through which he reassembles the disquieting facts of
McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he
searches for the clues to the dries and desires that propelled McCandless. Digging
deeply, he takes an inherently compelling mystery and unravels the larger riddles
it holds: the profound pull of the American wilderness on our imagination; the
allure of high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of mind; the complex,
charged bond between fathers and sons. When McCandless's innocent mistakes
turn out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and
is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and hubris. He is said to have had a death
wish but wanting to die is a very different thing from being compelled to look over
the edge. Krakauer brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out of the
shadows, and the peril, adversity , and renunciation sought by this enigmatic
young man are illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an ounce of
sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking, Into the Wild is a tour de force. The
power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every page. From
the Trade Paperback edition.
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Slaying Excel Dragons
This comprehensive study guide covers the complete HSC Preliminary Se nior
Science course and has been specifically created to maximise exam s uccess. This
guide has been designed to meet all study needs, providing up-to-date information
in an easy-to-use format. The sample HSC Exam has been updated for the new
format. Excel HSC Preliminary Senior Science contains: an introductory section
including how to use the book and an explanation of the new course helpfu l study
and exam techniques comprehensive coverage of the entir e Preliminary and HSC
courses hundreds of diagrams to aid under standing icons and boxes to highlight
key concepts and assessme nt skills including laboratory and field work checklists
of key terms end of chapter revision questions with fully explained a nswers a trial
HSC-style exam with answers and explanations a glossary of key terms useful
websites highlighted throu ghout

The Dyslexic Advantage
Millions of users create and share Excel spreadsheets every day, but few go deeply
enough to learn the techniques that will make their work much easier. There are
many ways to take advantage of Excel's advanced capabilities without spending
hours on advanced study. Excel Hacks provides more than 130 hacks -- clever
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tools, tips and techniques -- that will leapfrog your work beyond the ordinary. Now
expanded to include Excel 2007, this resourceful, roll-up-your-sleeves guide gives
you little known "backdoor" tricks for several Excel versions using different
platforms and external applications. Think of this book as a toolbox. When a need
arises or a problem occurs, you can simply use the right tool for the job. Hacks are
grouped into chapters so you can find what you need quickly, including ways to:
Reduce workbook and worksheet frustration -- manage how users interact with
worksheets, find and highlight information, and deal with debris and corruption.
Analyze and manage data -- extend and automate these features, moving beyond
the limited tasks they were designed to perform. Hack names -- learn not only how
to name cells and ranges, but also how to create names that adapt to the data in
your spreadsheet. Get the most out of PivotTables -- avoid the problems that make
them frustrating and learn how to extend them. Create customized charts -- tweak
and combine Excel's built-in charting capabilities. Hack formulas and functions -subjects range from moving formulas around to dealing with datatype issues to
improving recalculation time. Make the most of macros -- including ways to
manage them and use them to extend other features. Use the enhanced
capabilities of Microsoft Office 2007 to combine Excel with Word, Access, and
Outlook. You can either browse through the book or read it from cover to cover,
studying the procedures and scripts to learn more about Excel. However you use it,
Excel Hacks will help you increase productivity and give you hours of "hacking"
enjoyment along the way.
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Excel 2013: The Missing Manual
A winning educational formula of engaging lessons and powerful strategies for
science teachers in numerous classroom settings The Teacher’s Toolbox series is
an innovative, research-based resource providing teachers with instructional
strategies for students of all levels and abilities. Each book in the collection focuses
on a specific content area. Clear, concise guidance enables teachers to quickly
integrate low-prep, high-value lessons and strategies in their middle school and
high school classrooms. Every strategy follows a practical, how-to format
established by the series editors. The Science Teacher's Toolbox is a classroomtested resource offering hundreds of accessible, student-friendly lessons and
strategies that can be implemented in a variety of educational settings. Concise
chapters fully explain the research basis, necessary technology, Next Generation
Science Standards correlation, and implementation of each lesson and strategy.
Favoring a hands-on approach, this bookprovides step-by-step instructions that
help teachers to apply their new skills and knowledge in their classrooms
immediately. Lessons cover topics such as setting up labs, conducting
experiments, using graphs, analyzing data, writing lab reports, incorporating
technology, assessing student learning, teaching all-ability students, and much
more. This book enables science teachers to: Understand how each strategy works
in the classroom and avoid common mistakes Promote culturally responsive
classrooms Activate and enhance prior knowledge Bring fresh and engaging
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activities into the classroom and the science lab Written by respected authors and
educators, The Science Teacher's Toolbox: Hundreds of Practical Ideas to Support
Your Students is an invaluable aid for upper elementary, middle school, and high
school science educators as well those in teacher education programs and staff
development professionals.

Data-Driven Security
SharePoint provides a cost-effective, easy-to-implement solution for organizations
interested in enhancing team collaboration, document management, and search
functionality and in providing a portal to access corporate resources and
intranet/extranet environments. The SharePoint 2007 family (consisting of
Windows SharePoint Service 3.0 and Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007) build
upon these features and toolsets and introduce a staggering array of new tools and
capabilities that undeniably make SharePoint 2007 an enterprise-class solution.
This new edition walks IT professionals, website designers, SharePoint
administrators, and SharePoint power users through the design, implementation,
and customization process. Exciting new capabilities such as workflow, records
management, web content management, business processes, and business
intelligence features are covered in depth. Best practices are provided for planning
the architecture, scaling to meet the organization’s needs, migrating from
SharePoint 2003, and managing the farm or multi-farm environment.
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Microsoft Excel 97 for Windows
The new version of Microsoft Office for Macs brings many features from Office XP
to the Macintosh platform -- and is the first Office upgrade to take full advantage of
the souped-up multimedia capabilities and new user interface of Mac OS X. This
friendly guide gets users up to speed fast on all of the programs in the suite -Word ,Entourage, Excel ,and Power Point-and provides ample coverage of
collaboration tools and the many enhancements.

A History of the World in Six Glasses
Learn to program and design user interfaces using Excel 2007. This introductory
text explains how to develop programs using VBA within the Microsoft Excel
environment. The text does not assume any previous programming experience.
The new edition has been revised to bring it up-to-date with the Office 2007
environment. MARKET: For students and professionals in General Engineering or
Computer Science fields.

Excel HSC & Preliminary Senior Science
Provides instruction in using the commands, features, and applications of
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WordPerfect 8.

Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Unleashed
Two neurolearning experts reveal the hidden benefits of having a dyslexic brain. In
this paradigm-shifting book, neurolearning experts Drs. Brock and Fernette Eide
describe an exciting new brain science that reveals that dyslexic people have
unique brain structure and organization. While the differences are responsible for
certain challenges with literacy and reading, the dyslexic brain also gives a
predisposition to important skills, and special talents. While dyslexics typically
struggle to decode the written word, they often also excel in such areas of
reasoning as mechanical (required for architects and surgeons), interconnected
(artists and inventors); narrative (novelists and lawyers), and dynamic (scientists
and business pioneers). The Dyslexic Advantage provides the first complete
portrait of dyslexia.

Key Maths
Dramatically Improve Your Hydrogeology Field Skills and Master New Advances in
Groundwater Science The Second Edition of Hydrogeology Field Manual provides
the latest information on applied applications in groundwater sampling and waterPage 16/27
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quality assessment, aquifer characterization, contamination issues, karst
applications, and more. The book includes actual procedures, real-world decisions,
and many examples and case studies to help you understand the occurrence and
movement of groundwater in a variety of geologic settings. Filled with tips, tricksof-the-trade, and anecdotes from seasoned field hydrogeologists, the book
explains how to gain instant expertise in most field methodologies and expand
your abilities for data interpretation and other essential skills. The Second Edition
of Hydrogeology Field Manual features: Sage advice on how to collect
hydrogeologic field data Guidance on drilling methods, safety, and work with
drilling contractors A practical description of slug testing Effective site
characterization methods Expert advice on monitoring-well design Over 250 skillsbuilding illustrations and photos Two new chapters on karst hydrogeology,
including characterization and performing dye tracer tests All chapters have new
material, including more examples and worked problems If you are still in college,
a recent graduate, or a working professional needing a ready reference to assist
you with field-related matters, this is your book. Experienced hydrogeologists and
those in related fields will also welcome the practical time-saving and troubleavoidance tips. Capitalize on Cutting-Edge Techniques of Field Hydrogeology •
Field Hydrogeology • The Geology of Hydrogeology • Aquifer Properties • Basic
Geophysics of the Shallow Subsurface • Groundwater Flow • Groundwater/Surface
Water Interaction • Water Chemistry Sampling and Results • Drilling and Well
Completion • Pumping Tests • Aquifer Hydraulics • Slug Testing • Vadose Zone •
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Karst Hydrogeology • Tracer Tests • Dye Trace Testing

Excel Hacks
"Don't be intimidated by Excel! Bluttman helps you unlock the mysteries of arrays,
discover what goes into a function, understand predictions and probability, and
much more!"--P. [4] of cover.

Key Maths
A different kind of book about chemistry which teaches readers the process of
learning chemistry, not the topic itself. Proving a valuable supplement to any
introductory text, this guide offers inside information to help make chemistry less
stressful--even enjoyable. Includes exercises and sections for self-assessment.

The Science Teacher's Toolbox
Discover an accessible introduction to business statistics as ESSENTIALS OF
MODERN BUSINESS STATISTICS, 7E balances a conceptual understanding of
statistics with real-world applications of statistical methodology. The book
integrates Microsoft Excel 2016, providing step-by-step instructions and screen
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captures to help readers master the latest Excel tools. Extremely reader-friendly,
this edition includes numerous tools to maximize the user's success, including SelfTest Exercises, margin annotations, insightful Notes and Comments, and real-world
Methods and Applications exercises. Eleven new Case Problems, as well as new
Statistics in Practice applications and real data examples and exercises, give
readers opportunities to put concepts into practice. Readers find everything
needed to acquire key Excel 2016 skills and gain a strong understanding of
business statistics. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Excel 2010 Power Programming with VBA
How To Excel At Fire Department Promotional Exams
The quick way to learn Microsoft Excel 2019! This is learning made easy. Get more
done quickly with Microsoft Excel 2019. Jump in wherever you need answers–brisk
lessons and detailed screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step.
Quickly set up workbooks, enter data, and format it for easier viewing Perform
calculations and find and correct errors Create sophisticated forecast worksheets,
key performance indicators (KPIs), and timelines Visualize data with 3D maps,
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funnel charts, and other powerful tools Import, process, summarize, and analyze
huge datasets with Excel’s improved PowerPivot and Power Query Build powerful
data models and use them in business intelligence Look up just the tasks and
lessons you need

Excel Formulas and Functions For Dummies
Completely updated guide for students, scientists and engineers who want to use
Microsoft Excel 2013 to its full potential. Electronic spreadsheet analysis has
become part of the everyday work of researchers in all areas of engineering and
science. Microsoft Excel, as the industry standard spreadsheet, has a range of
scientific functions that can be utilized for the modeling, analysis and presentation
of quantitative data. This text provides a straightforward guide to using these
functions of Microsoft Excel, guiding the reader from basic principles through to
more complicated areas such as formulae, charts, curve-fitting, equation solving,
integration, macros, statistical functions, and presenting quantitative data. Content
written specifically for the requirements of science and engineering students and
professionals working with Microsoft Excel, brought fully up to date with the new
Microsoft Office release of Excel 2013. Features of Excel 2013 are illustrated
through a wide variety of examples based in technical contexts, demonstrating the
use of the program for analysis and presentation of experimental results. New to
this edition: The Backstage is introduced (a new Office 2013 feature); all the
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‘external’ operations like Save, Print etc. are now in one place The chapter on
charting is totally revised and updated – Excel 2013 differs greatly from earlier
versions Includes many new end-of-chapter problems Most chapters have been
edited to improve readability

Mastering and Using Microsoft Excel 2000
Getting promoted in the fire service is not an easy process. Many people have that
desire to promote, but for whatever reason cannot put the pieces together to make
it a reality. Over the 20 plus years I have been in the fire service, I have had the
opportunity to be on both sides of the promotional process - as a candidate, and as
a rater and proctor. This book will assist fire department personnel specifically
prepare for their next promotional exam. Promotional candidates will be exposed
to and offered key points for the most common tasks and events within a fire
department promotional process including, but not limited to: promotional
preparation, completing the application, resume preparation, the written exam, the
oral interview, the personnel problem, the oral presentation, and the emergency
simulation.

Microsoft Office v.X for Macs For Dummies
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Full-colour special resources for pupils entering Key Stage 3 at level 2 upwards.
Running parallel to mainstream Key Maths, they are paced to support a broad
range of lower-ability and ESL pupils. Special Resource 7 Teachers File has been
fully revised and updated to take account of the new 2000 National Curriculum.
New features include homework sheets, chapter tested, ICT support and lesson
openers and enders to further develop numeracy requirements.

Empower ADHD Kids!, Grades K - 5
A Wrinkle in Time
Covers the entire Microsoft Office suite as well as how to use its applications
together, explaining how to publish data on the Internet, how to use the Web
browser, and how to insert ActiveX controls into Office. Original. (Beginner).

Introduction to VBA for Excel
This enthusiastic introduction provides support for Excel beginners and focuses on
using the program immediately for maximum efficiency. With 1,104 screenshots
and explicit information on everything from rows, columns, and cells to
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subtotaling, sorting, and pivot tables, this guide aims to alleviate the frustrations
that come with using the program for the first time. This manual offers strategies
for avoiding problems and streamlining efficiency and assists readers from start to
finish, turning Excel 2010 novices into experts.

Statistics for Managers Using Microsoft Excel
Help children with ADHD in grades K–6 be their best using Empower ADHD Kids!
This 64-page book provides step-by-step plans that help teachers and parents
teach practical strategies for mastering learning and social competencies to
children with ADHD. The activities provide a strong working knowledge of the
characteristics of ADHD. The book includes goal-setting techniques, strategies to
help children focus, problem-solving strategies, and ideas to help children with
ADHD realize their strengths.

Automate the Boring Stuff with Python
Solutions Manual for Investments
The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now more powerful than ever,
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but it’s also more complex. That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With crystalclear explanations and hands-on examples, Excel 2013: The Missing Manual shows
you how to master Excel so you can easily track, analyze, and chart your data.
You’ll be using new features like PowerPivot and Flash Fill in no time. The
important stuff you need to know: Go from novice to ace. Learn how to analyze
your data, from writing your first formula to charting your results. Illustrate trends.
Discover the clearest way to present your data using Excel’s new Quick Analysis
feature. Broaden your analysis. Use pivot tables, slicers, and timelines to examine
your data from different perspectives. Import data. Pull data from a variety of
sources, including website data feeds and corporate databases. Work from the
Web. Launch and manage your workbooks on the road, using the new Excel Web
App. Share your worksheets. Store Excel files on SkyDrive and collaborate with
colleagues on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. Master the new data model. Use
PowerPivot to work with millions of rows of data. Make calculations. Review
financial data, use math and scientific formulas, and perform statistical analyses.

Microsoft Office 97 Interactive Course
This manual provides detailed solutions to the end-of-chapter problem sets.

Microsoft Office 2000
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This book describes item analysis and test reliability and teaches readers SAS
programming to score tests, perform item analysis, and estimate reliability.
Maximizing flexibility, the scoring and analysis programs enable readers to analyze
tests with multiple versions, define alternate correct responses for selected items,
and repeat the scoring with selected items deleted. Readers will be guided step-bystep on how to design multiple-choice items, use analysis to improve tests, and
even detect cheating on students' submitted multiple-choice tests. Other subjects
addressed include reading in data from a variety of sources (text files and Excel
workbooks), detecting errors in the input data, and producing class rosters in
printed form or Excel workbooks. Also included is a chapter on IRT, widely used in
education to calibrate and evaluate items in tests in education such as the SAT and
GRE, with instructions for running the new SAS procedure PROC IRT. --

Hydrogeology Field Manual, 2e
Investment Valuation
Presenting innovative Microsoft Excel techniques for top management
professionals, this reference for company leaders who do not have the time to
attend courses or read bulky books on the program provides basics, special
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shortcuts, and tips that cover the special features of Excel. Useful facts, trivia, and
insider secrets about Excel are interspersed throughout the text, and readers have
the choice of jumping directly to the section of real-life case studies to learn by the
innovative Do & Learn (D&L) approach. This reference is fully updated to reflect
Excel 12.
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